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Abstract
This paper develops a network approach of French multinationals’ host countries network.
It reveal and describe the expansion pattern of multinational firms through their affiliates,
identifying core destinations, centralization degree of the network, and favorite countries
linkages. The main results are in line with previous findings on foreign investment decision,
location choices and gradual pattern. Further findings appear when looking at the network
structure over time, showing an increasing geographical dispersion of affiliates. In addition,
building directed networks allows us to observe upstream and downstream stages of internationalization. I later examine separately top productive firms network from least productive
ones, and show the sensitivity of network structure to firm heterogeneity.
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Introduction
In 2010, one third of world trade was intra-firm according to the UNCTAD (2013). This is

equivalent to the share we yield when adding all international trade done by China, the USA,
Germany and Japan, the four biggest actors on world trade. Moreover, this share has probably
increased since then, as multinational firms have benefited from the development of global value
chains (Amador and Cabral, 2016; UNCTAD, 2013).
The networks of foreign affiliates coordinated by Multinational Enterprises (MNEs) are therefore of crucial matter in international economics as they shape the world trade flows, as probably
many other ones (e.g. capital, technological flows).
Yet, the global expansion strategy of MNEs is still little documented, while most work focus
either on FDI decision taken individually, or aggregated FDI flows by countries ignoring the
MNE scope.
The network analysis seems adapted to capture the inter-dependencies between the affiliates
location choices, but remaining within the scope of the MNEs, by identifying individual firms’
foreign affiliates network.
The objectives of this research are to determine what can be learn from MNEs’ affiliates’
association choices. More specifically it reviews how the affiliates’ network evolved, and the
role of firm heterogeneity into the topology of the subsidiaries worldwide positions. These are
important questions to answer to better understand the global mapping of multinational firms,
the rationale behind it, and its future progression.
To the best of our knowledge, no previous works used the network approach to map MNEs’
affiliates, and describe the structure observed1 . Yet, a real starting point for our thinking was
the paper of Masi, Giovannetti, and Ricchiuti (2013), in which they build a network of Italian
MNEs and host countries, and briefly show the projection on the “country space”, consisting in
a network of countries related according to the number of firms that are jointly present in both
countries. We choose to replicate this representation and deepen the subsequent analysis.
Another inspiring paper, was the one of Fagiolo, Reyes, and Schiavo (2010), detailing the
evolution of the topological structure of the World Trade Web over time. Similarly we decided
1

Actually, closely related works have been done by geographers, who detailed the cities’ central position on the
global economy, studying MNEs urban network (Rozenblat, 2015, 2010). Their attention though focus on nodes
(cities) and less on the whole network topology.
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to review the evolution of the French MNEs’ network we draw.
We map the global network of French multinationals, revealing the host-countries association that French MNEs develop. Apart from the first attempt of Masi et al. (2013), this
is certainly the first paper doing so, and for sure concerning French firms. However, the main
findings of the paper are even more original. First we show that the network evolution tends
toward decreasing centrality and concentration, with further expansions being increasingly at
the network periphery compared to its core. Moreover, we reveal that firm heterogeneity plays a
role in the position of foreign affiliates, and the overall structure of the firms’ network of foreign
subsidiaries. At last we show the decentralization trend to be led by most productive firms,
and conclude to distinct impacts of intensive and extensive FDI margins over the topological
structure of the overall network.
Another input of this paper would be on the methodological plan, revealing the utility of a
relatively new quantitative approach in international economics, aside from traditional econometric methods, which is particularly well design to study the aggregate structure multinational
activity.
This paper is constructed as follows. In the second section, I review briefly how network
approach began to spread in international economics literature. In section 3, I detail the network
building methodology followed. Then section 4 details the topological structure of the network
obtained. The fifth section presents a directed version of the network, to insist on firms’ itinerary
on this network. Section 6 describes the evolution of the network topology from 1996 to 2011.
The following section details two sub-networks according to firm heterogeneity. At last section
8 concludes.

2

Network Analysis in International Economics
Since the early 2000s an increasing number of papers have focused on the empirical examina-

tion of economic networks structure. Among them international trade, through the World Trade
Web (WTW) analysis, has been one of the first -and probably also one of the most- economic
field studied through a network approach2 . Pioneer works analyzed topological properties of
the WTW (Fagiolo, Reyes, and Schiavo, 2008, 2009; Garlaschelli and Loffredo, 2004, 2005; Ser2

See Hidalgo (2016), for a review of network analysis in several academic fields, and how well-known economic
approaches could be seen as a network approach, such Leontieff input-outputs tables or even Walras equilibrium
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rano, Boguñá, and Pastor-Satorras, 2006; Serrano, Boguñá, and Vespignani, 2007; Serrano and
Boguñá, 2003). Then more precise issues were addressed through the network analysis, as the
evolution of the WTW structure over time (Fagiolo et al., 2010), or the sectoral differences in
the trade network (Baskaran, Blöchl, Brück, and Theis, 2011; De Benedictis and Tajoli, 2011).
The World Trade Web analysis is full of insights as it allows a proper description of the actual
heterogeneity between world trade protagonists through their degree of connectivity and the
structure of their connections, which reflects the pattern of their international economic integration3 . However, the current globalization is rather driven by Multinational Enterprises (MNEs),
Foreign Direct Investments (FDIs) and intra-firm trade than by arm’s length trade (Amador
and Cabral, 2016; UNCTAD, 2013). Surprisingly, only a few works explored the structure of
FDI networks of multinational firms. Nonetheless, the high interdependences between related
affiliates coordinated by common headquarters, which share capital, workers and technologies
besides goods, call for a network approach to better understand the geographical breakdown of
their global structure.
Sgrignoli (2014) compares the two network structures of countries bilateral trade flows
(WTW) and bilateral Foreign Direct Investment (FDIN ), and shows that both share a dissortative pattern and a similar (and very concentrated) strength distribution. However, the
bilateral network structure blurs the individual MNEs boundaries. Conversely, focusing on Italian firm FDI network, Masi et al. (2013) build a bipartite network of investing firms and host
countries, and alternatively use projection on the “firm space” (resulting in a network of firms,
linked according to the common number of countries they have invested in), and more rarely
develop the projection on the “country space” (resulting in a network of countries, linked according to the number of firms that are jointly present in both countries), but do not give much
information about the latter .
This paper has two premises: first, the recent improvement in computability of network
analysis through statistical softwares which allowed an easy use of this method4 . Second, as
3
I am also referring to Hausmann, Hidalgo, Bustos, Coscia, Simoes, and Yildirim (2014) “atlas of economic
complexity”, and all the previous work that led to it, who derive new macroeconomic indexes of “export sophistication” (Hausmann, Hwang, and Rodrik, 2007) or product and country “complexity” (Hidalgo and Hausmann,
2009), which are based on a global trade network analysis, linking the product space (network) and the country
one with their “method of reflections”.
4
I am especially grateful to Thomas Grund and its nwcommands package for Stata (https://nwcommands.
wordpress.com). I also developed my own Stata packages to compute some additional network metrics (ANND,
ANNS, strength centralization, disparity, reciprocity and weighted clustering coefficient), available on SSC archive
of Boston College. Also a Stata module generalizes the set-up I used to transform a list of nodes by individuals
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noted above, the fact that the international trade networks are now commonly studied, whereas
FDIs and more especially multinational firms networks are still to explore. Using firm-level data
on French multinationals, this paper aims at revealing the topological structure of the underlying
network of MNEs implantation countries, and properly quantify this properties through vertexspecific, dyad-specific and network-wide measures. Similarly to world trade network, the analysis
shows a high centralization degree and a dissortative pattern of the network structure. However,
while Fagiolo et al. (2010) note that the WTW structure didn’t change much since the 1980s, this
paper shows that the MNEs network did evolve more recently toward a decentralized structure.
At last, further results tend to indicate that firm heterogeneity plays a role in the FDI network
building.

3

Network Building
Broadly speaking, networks are a collection of vertices linked by some edges. I first built

individual network of foreign establishments for each firm, in which nodes are the world’s countries. They are linked if the two countries host an affiliate of the same MNE (see figure 1). The
links aren’t associated to trade flows as standard World Trade Web analysis, but rather to the
existence of MNE’s intra-firm trade and immaterial information and decisional flows coordinated
by multinationals. The aggregated network sums all firm-level graphs. Hence each edges’ weight
counts the number of French firms simultaneously established in both countries (see figure 2).
The final network is therefore weighted by the frequency of each “pair” of countries, in order to
highlight similar patterns of networks in firm’s international expansion5 . The data on foreign
French affiliates comes from LiFi, a survey run by the French national statistic institute (INSEE ). It lists the subsidiaries of French firms identified as “head of group”. Hence, our network
is not only made of directly controlled affiliates, but also of the entities they could themselves
own, ensuring a proper vision of the actual network of French multinationals. Only majority-held
subsidiaries were considered. Although LiFi design involves threshold value6 , these threshold
into a proper network (nw fromlist, SSC Boston College).
5
The objective to detect common FDI strategies is also what motivates Masi et al. (2013), who build a similar
MNE network as this one with the projection of their bipartite graph in the subspace of countries (see figure 3,
in ref. (Masi et al., 2013)).
6
Only firms that fulfil one of the four following criteria are surveyed in LiFi: The participation into other firms
outpaces 1.2 million euros ; the firms employs at least 500 employees; its turnover is superior to 60 million euros;
the firm has been previously identified as “head of group”.
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values are quite low concerning multinational firms, hence the rejected firms -if any- may not
lead networks large enough to significantly change the identified pattern of MNEs network. Self
loops weren’t considered, ignoring multiple-plants in a given country as the final objective is
to study the pattern of country pairing. At last, France is not included in the network as it is
the headquarters country of all firm considered. The set of countries is henceforth made of all
countries, excluded France and countries without any French affiliate because they would have
been isolated nodes, which would have complicated the computation, and wouldn’t have brought
anything to the analysis. For the year 2011, the French multinationals’ affiliates network counts
167 countries, implying over 13,860 edges possibilities, with 2,996 firms and 19,872 subsidiaries
composing it7 . Figure (3) displays the main French FDI network.

Figure 4.1: Firm i network

Figure 4.2: Aggregated network

Example: Firm i is settled in countries A, B and D, edges are unweighted at the firm-level (all equal to one). At
the aggregated level, edges are weighted by the frequency of association. Firm i is the only one that associates
countries B and D, but shares the A-B association with 4 other firms.

4

Topological structure of multinationals network

4.1

Overview

Before examining the connectivity pattern of the network, a network overview details the
principal destinations of French FDIs, where unsurprisingly the USA stands first with over 12%
of French affiliates Below, the United Kingdom, Germany and Spain have a similar share of
around 6% of French foreign subsidiaries. Concerning the pairs of countries used together, the
three main associations in 2011 are Germany-Spain (done by 11.3% of French MNEs), followed by
7

As a consequence of the research question, French MNEs with only one foreign affiliates were not included in
the designed network, because they don’t associate any country pairs.
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Figure 3: Network of French MNEs in 2011 (main links)

Note: Only the edges with a weight above 30 (4.67% of total edges) were kept to drop marginal linkages, and
clean picture. The edges’ color intensity is proportional its weight (the number of firms using this association).
Figure realized using Gephi.

Italy-Spain (11.0%) and Germany-United Kingdom (10.8%). At first glance, we could think that
French firms associate similar and relatively close countries in their international development.
Although the USA are the main destination, they do not appear in the main associations of
countries. This refers to the connectivity profiles of the USA, which might differ from European
countries’ one. To further examine this topic, we introduce some network metrics.

4.2

Centrality measures

The centrality of a node characterizes its “importance” in a system. The most immediately
P
observable centrality index is the node’s degree ki = j aij , corresponding to the number of
immediate neighbours8 . The node degree index derives from the idea that the most connected
8
Every network could be represented through its square adjacency matrix A of order N the number of vertices,
in which elements aij = 1 if the vertices i and j are linked by an edge, and aij = 0 otherwise. Valued networks
correspond to a weighted adjacency matrix W of the same dimension, containing the weights associated to each
link in every elements wij instead of aij .
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vertices are more central in the network. The topological structure of a network is first derived
from the degree distribution P (k), defined as the probability for a randomly chosen vertex
to be connected to k other vertices. The figure (4) (left panel) presents the complementary
P
cumulative distribution function of the node degrees, defined as Pc (k) ≡ k∗ >k P (k). The degree
distribution, and all centrality measures, are first-order metrics that reflect the heterogeneity
between nodes in the network structure.
Figure 4: Distribution of node’s Degree and Strength

In this figure, the various flagged countries indicate that a node’s degree is correlated to its
size, the bigger economies having a more central position in the network. However, very few
nodes have a low degree index, and few degree differences exist at the top of the distribution.
Only 25% of countries are not related directly to 100 other countries or more. This is mainly
due to the fact that the degree simply counts the number of neighbors, and consider equally all
pairs of countries, whatever the number of firms using this association. To take frequency of
use into account, the notion of strength must be introduced. The strength of a node is the total
P
weight of its ties, computed as follows: si = N
j=1 wij (Barrat, Barthelemy, Pastor-Satorras,
and Vespignani, 2004). Going back to the example of figure 2, countries E and C would have
the same degree value of 2, but C displays a strength of 12 while only 3 for node E. In spite
of the same number of countries they are associated with, the country C is more central in the
network because used by more firms. This is what strength captures.
The strength distribution is much more concentrated than the one of degree index (figure 4,
right panel). Few countries are thus central in the network, once considered their frequency of
use, and many nodes are not much used by French multinationals. Though developed countries
8

still appear as the more central nodes.
The variability between nodes centrality can be measured by the centralization index 9 . The
2011 FDI network has a degree centralization of 0.263 and a strength centralization of 0.050.
Although the latter clearly reveals a few centralized weighted network, as the Freeman index
ranges from zero to one; the degree centralization index is hardly interpretable on its own, and
will be later examined more examined (see section (6.1)).
Besides these intuitive indexes based on aggregated count flows, complementary measures of
P
centrality were developed, based on walk structure, such as farness fi = N
i=1 (distik , ∀k 6= i)
with distik being the length of the shortest path between nodes i and k. The reverse index is
named nearness: ηi = 1/fi , reflecting the centrality of the vertex i. A standardized nearness,
called closeness: µi = ηi ∗ (N − 1) ranges from zero to one, useful for cross-networks comparison.
Table 1: Centrality measures
rank
1
2
3
4
5
...
163
164
165
166
167
Set of countries
Overall
Bordering countries
OECD countries
BRICS countries
Correlation
degree
strength
closeness
log (dist)
log (GDPpc)

degree
country (score)
USA
(164)
ITA
(163)
ESP
(163)
GBR
(162)
BEL
(161)
...
...
RWA
(15)
CUB
(7)
SDN
(7)
VCI
(6)
SOM
(4)

strength
country (score)
ESP
(6624)
DEU
(6306)
USA
(6291)
GBR
(6179)
ITA
(5823)
...
...
RWA
(15)
CUB
(7)
SDN
(7)
VCI
(6)
SOM
(4)

closeness
country (score)
USA
(0.988)
ITA
(0.982)
ESP
(0.982)
GBR
(0.976)
DEU
(0.971)
...
...
RWA
(0.522)
CUB
(0.511)
SDN
(0.508)
VCI
(0.506)
SOM
(0.505)

average degree
120.8
161
153
158.6

average strength
1282.7
5382
3440.6
3863.8

average closeness
0.808
0.9708
0.9307
0.9574

degree
1
0.6632
0.9832
-0.2644
0.3770

strength

closeness

1
0.7549
-0.4712
0.6194

1
-0.3165
0.4348

Table (1) displays the centrality scores of most and least central nodes. We observe a
somehow similar ranking of most central countries whatever the centrality index used is. On
the top of the ranking we observe the USA and France’s neighbouring European countries,
although their respective rank vary a little depending on each index. The differences between
9

Also known as Freeman (1979) centralization index. The degree centralization index is computed as:

CD =

PN

i=1 [kmax −ki ]
.
(N −1)(N −2)

Similarly we built a strength centralization index, see Appendix B for CS details
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these centrality measures does not lie much in the country rank, but rather in the respective
centrality score. The strength ranking displays greater variability in scores rather than the two
others. Comparing the average centrality of some countries groups shows that OECD members,
neighbouring countries, and the BRICS countries (Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa)
display higher centrality than global average, with neighbouring countries being the most central
according to each of the three indexes. It’s worth noting that BRICS countries display a higher
average centrality than OECD members, however when considering only the top five OECD
countries, the reverse order is observed.

4.2.1

Two vertices correlation

First-order metrics are useful to describe the structure of the network, highlighting central
versus peripheral nodes. However, they tell very little about network construction. Second order
metrics give information on the interaction between nodes, and linkages preferences, describing
therefore building network strategies. The first index computed is the average nearest neighbor
degree (ANND), corresponding to the mean degree of direct neighbors. The correlation between
a node’s degree and the average degree of its neighbors reveals whether vertices of the network
tend to link to similar nodes (assortative pattern), or to different nodes (disassortative pattern).
Figure 5: Degree assortativity

In 2011, the international affiliates’ network of French multinationals displays a highly negative assortativity coefficient of −0.9427, defined as the Pearson correlation coefficient between
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each node’s degree and its average direct neighbor degree. It implies that highly connected
vertices tend to connect to poorly ones. More precisely, peripheral destinations are more frequently associated to hubs, rather than to other peripheral destinations. The network’s degree
disassortativity shows that the most central nodes are those that give access to the peripheral
ones. Such disassortative pattern also reveals integrated global value chains, with MNEs linking
peripheral destinations to central economies. The degree disassortativity of the MNE network
is therefore linked to the diversity of vertically integrated value chains.
In figure (5) we see that countries with higher degree are mainly OECD countries, as seen
in table (1). However, the figure also reveals that those OECD countries are associated with
less central countries, whereas the less central countries are in average associated with countries
whose node degree is high. To account for the edges’ weights, we compute the average strength
of all neighbors of a node i, referred as AN N Si index. The strength-strength correlation also
displays an disassortative trend, although with a coefficient of −0.5125, the weighted disassortativity is lower than the unweighted one. This suggests that although they give more access to
isolated countries, the most central nodes are more often associated to middle-central countries
than to extreme peripheral countries. The scatter plot in figure (6) illustrates this disassortative
weighted pattern of countries association, showing a lower limit of ANNS around 1.200 for the
nodes with higher strength (only around 40% of the nodes have a strength above 1.200 (figure
4, right pannel)). By studying every linkages simultaneously, the network analysis goes beyond
the traditional count flows analysis, and highlights a disassortative pattern of country linkage in
FDI strategies, while focusing only on the principal associations first have tended to show that
similar countries associations were preferred.

4.2.2

Three vertices correlation

Correlation among three vertices can be measured by the clustering coefficient, referring to the
tendency for three vertices to form a complete triangle sub-graph. The clustering coefficient
of a vertex i is defined as γi =

2ni
ki (ki −1)

where ni is the number of neighbor of i that are

themselves connected to each other (Vázquez, Pastor-Satorras, and Vespignani, 2002). The
higher the clustering coefficient of vertex, the greater the probability that the node’s neighbors
are themselves directly connected. At the network level, the clustering coefficient is defined as
P
the average of all individual γi ’s: Γ = i γi /N . Its interpretation is not straightforward, but
11

Figure 6: Strength assortativity

the coefficient can easily be compared to the clustering coefficient of a randomly drawn network
of Γrand = hki/N . Doing so reveals that the French multinational network has a very clustered
structure, with a coefficient of 0.89, versus 0.72 for a randomly drawn network of the same size
and density10 .
Several weighted extensions of clustering coefficient have been suggested as review Saramäki,
Kivelä, Onnela, Kaski, and Kertesz (2007). We keep the Onnela, Saramäki, Kertész, and Kaski
(2005) index of weighted clustering coefficient, defined as the geometric average of subgraph
P
edges’ weights: γ̃i = ki (k1i −1) (ŵij ŵjk ŵik )1/3 , where ŵij = wij /max(w) is a normalized value
j,k

of the edges’ weights. This weighted clustering coefficient has some valuable features. It equals
γi when the weights become binary and it is still bounded in [0; 1]. With an average of 0.0181
the weighted clustering coefficient displays much lower values than the unweighted one, because
of the great variability of edges’ weights within triangles. Only a very few proportion of triangles
display balanced branches.

5

Directed network: Building FDI network strategies
In this section, an alternative version of the original network is built, indicating the direction

in which FDIs expand. The element aij = 1 of the adjacency matrix indicates that the affiliate
in the country j was settled after the FDI in i. The associated weight wij indicates the number
10

Mean based on 10,000 random draws, computed with nwcluster Stata plugin (SSC)

12

of firms that went from i to j and wji the number of firms doing the reverse path. Therefore
wij 6= wji ∀{i; j}, the new matrix is not symmetric, and the network is said to be directed11 .

5.1

Reciprocity

Directed network are characterized by their degree of reciprocity, i.e. the likelihood of similar
links in each direction between two nodes. A high reciprocity indicates close values between
every symmetric elements wij and wji , here highlighting the absence of a preferred path between
the two countries. Conversely, a low reciprocity could imply the existence of precise steps of
internationalization. Specifically, the reciprocity index is computed following Squartini, Picciolo,
Ruzzenenti, and Garlaschelli (2013), as the ratio of the sum of reciprocated weights over total
↔ is simply defined as the minimum between the two
weights. The reciprocated weight noted wij
↔ =w ↔ ≡ min{w ; w }. Let M be the total weight of the network.
weights of pair {ij}. wij
ij
ji
ji
P
P
P P
↔
↔ ≡
M ≡
i
j6=i wji the total reciprocated weight. The weighted
i
j6=i wji , and M

reciprocity index r is defined as the share of reciprocated flows in total weights: r ≡

M↔
M .

This

share equals 58.82% in the French multinationals’ network in 2011. Following Squartini et al.
(2013), we consider this ratio to be informative only after the comparison with a null model, i.e.
a randomly drawn network of same dimension :

ρ≡

r − hriN M
1 − hriN M

(1)

Where hriN M correspond to the average reciprocity of the null models12 . The interpretation is straightforward: when ρ > 0 the empirical network is more reciprocated than would be
a randomly drawn network, and conversely when ρ < 0. The network of French MNE built
displays a ρ2011 = 0.3930 (90% Confidence Interval (CI): [0.3864; 0.3994]). First of all, this
result clearly rejects the hypothesis of randomly drawn networks of French MNEs, since the
reciprocity coefficient displayed by the empirical network significantly differs from zero. Moreover, contrary to some intuitions that tend to see internationalization process of multinationals
Let X be the new weighted adjacency matrix, and W the initial one. We therefore have X + X 0 = W . The
total link between the two countries i and j is the sum of links from i to j and from j to i. For countries that
have been targeted by FDIs the same year by the same firm, I had to assume an alphabetical target order, not to
drop observations from the dataset.
12
Null models are defined as random weighted graphs with the same number of nodes, density and total weight
than the observed one. In the following empirical estimation, the average is based on 10.000 randomly drawn
graphs. I report a 90% confidence intervals between parenthesis corresponding to the null model reciprocity
variability.
11
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as a very directed path, the network analysis reveals that the ties between host countries tend
to reciprocate. This highly symmetrical structure allows us to analyze the network as if it were
undirected, as done in section 4 (Fagiolo, 2006)13 . Although the undirected analysis is sufficient
-and more convenient- to examine the topological structure of the network of multinationals,
the directed network provides additional information on the steps of the network building.

5.2

Inward/outward connections and network building

Directed networks distinguish inward from outward connections. The inward degree (strength)
of a node corresponds to the number of neighbors (sum of the weights of the edges) that lead to
it, while the outward degree (strength) indicates the number of neighbors the node gives access
to (sum of outgoing edges’ weights). In our network, the inward degree gives the variety of
countries that have preceded the expansion of MNEs in the observed destination. Conversely,
the outward degree of the node indicates the number of countries where MNEs expand after
an investment in the observed country. The ratio of inward over outward degree indicates thus
whether the country has more destinations leading toward him than countries that it gives access
to. Thus, the in/out ratio indicates whether the country appears upstream or downstream the
internationalization strategy, the lower the ratio the earlier the stage. Unlike in/out degree
ratio that indicates the relative set of opportunity given by each node, the in/out strength ratio
indicates how many firms enter the country before expanding elsewhere compared to firm that
did the reverse path, picturing the relative frequency of each path.
Table 2: In/out degree in 2011
Overall
Bordering countries
Non-bordering countries
OECD countries
Non-OECD countries
BRICS
Non-BRICS
UE countries
Non-UE countries

Mean in/out degree
1.64
0.74
1.67
0.82
1.83
0.80
1.66
1.48
1.66

Mean in/out strength
2.28
0.66
2.34
1.00
2.57
1.03
2.31
1.98
2.32

Table 2 reports the value of these ratios for various set of countries from our empirical
13
Fagiolo (2006) previously developed a different symmetry index to examine whether the empirical network is
sufficiently symmetric to justify an undirected analysis, and found the WTW to be symmetric enough to do so
(Fagiolo, 2006; Fagiolo et al., 2010). When computed, this index also supports the undirected analysis for our
network, however the interpretation of the Squartini et al. (2013) index being more straightforward, I detailed
only this one.
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network. The overall mean in/out degree ratio is above unity (1.64), indicating that there is
more paths toward a country than from it, due to the higher number of inward flows than
outward flows. At the opposite, we see that OECD countries have lower in/out degree ratio
compared to non-OECD countries, and lower than one (0.82 versus 1.83 respectively). In line
with this result, the in/out strength ratio is 2.6 times higher in the latter group. The pattern is
even sharper for bordering countries of France. They display an in/out degree ratio of 0.74, and
an even lower in/out strength ratio of 0.66, suggesting that such countries are often invested in
the early stages of internationalization and then offer wide diversification opportunities14 .
Figure 7: Nodes centrality and in/out ratios

These findings are conventional enough with previous works on gradual expansion of MNEs.
More surprising is the score displayed by the BRICS countries, the leading developing economies
at the time. The mean in/out degree ratio of those five destinations is even slightly lower than for
OECD countries, with a score of 0.80, and a weighted ratio also comparable to OECD destination
(1.03 versus 1.00). However this is no longer surprising when thinking at these countries as
regional hubs. Firms interested by those regions will target in priority these leading economies,
and later consider further expansion in the region. They act as gateways to regional market,
and therefore display high score of outward degree, which decreases their in/out ratio. Indeed,
it doesn’t mean that BRICS countries are targeted first, but they are followed by more further
FDIs. They do not come at the end of an internationalization but rather as a prequel for deeper
diversification. More generally, we observe a decreasing trend between a node’s centrality index
14

It is possible for a country to have an in/out strength ratio lower than one, meaning a lower number of firm
coming in than coming out, because of the exclusions of the ties with France. The in-flows are only coming from
third countries, and do not appear if the country is chosen first.
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and the in/out ratios. The most central nodes appear then upstream the internationalization
path, and diversification toward peripheral nodes comes afterwards (figure (7)15 ).

6

Evolution of FDI network

The global picture drawn by French multinational firms’ affiliates over the world have substantially changed since 1996, with notably an increasing number of actors in this network (+167%
of firms and +165% of affiliates composing it). This increasing participation to MNEs network
is lined up with the geographical expansion of French multinational location, with 38 newly
considered host countries (+29%). This is in line with the upsurge of outward foreign direct investment evoked above, and calls for a precise analysis of the changed implied by this increasing
international integration.
Figure 8: Global properties of French MNEs network (1996-2011)

Far from reducing the network density, this increasing number of nodes has been followed by
an even more important rise of edges in the network (+106%) resulting in an growing density,
15

We use closeness as a centralization index, not to use degree or strength and generate endogeneity.
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with almost 73% of possible countries association realized by French firms in 2011, against 59%
in 1996.
Figure 9: Density evolution (1996-2011)

6.1
6.1.1

First-order statistics : Connectivity
Nodes degree

The evolution of the degree and strength distribution is very instructive. The average degree
has been steadily increasing since 1996 and especially since 2004 at a pace of around +3 degree
a year (fig. 10). Moreover this increasing average is not driven by increased degree of most
central nodes, but rather by a catch-up of less central ones, as indicates the difference in the
distribution shape between 1996 and 2011, confirmed by the decreasing skewness and increasing
kurtosis, as the distribution tend to be right-skewed. More and more countries are chosen by
French firms, and these countries are increasingly inter-connected in the affiliates’ network, with
fewer countries having few neighbours. As one could expect, the greater international integration
made the countries association recently become wider than they used to be.
Considering the closeness as an alternative measure of nodes centrality gives a clearer picture
as this index is bounded between 0 and 1. The node’s closeness is therefore independent from the
network size, contrary to the node degree. The evolution of the average closeness is somehow
similar to the node’s degree one, deflated of the network size effect. The increasing average
centrality of nodes is clearly supported by figure (12). The changing shape of the distribution
17

Figure 10: Average node’s degree evolution (1996-2011)

Figure 11: Distribution of node’s degree (1996-2011)

of the nodes closeness also confirms that the increasing average centrality of nodes is due to a
catch-up of the peripheral ones, rather than an increased centrality of most central nodes (figure
13).

6.1.2

Nodes strength

The distribution of the nodes’ strength however differs from the degree and closeness distributions, and appears much more unequally distributed (figures 14 and 15). Although each country
offers increasing association opportunities, French FDI projects are still very concentrated in a
few countries. We note also a decrease in the skewness since 2001 (remaining largely positive
though, contrary to the degree distribution), implying that the distribution of nodes strength is
slightly less concentrated than it used to be across countries, confirming an increasing diversifi18

Figure 12: Average node’s closeness (1996-2011)

Figure 13: Distribution of node’s closeness (1996-2011)

cation strategy in FDI projects in spite of the remaining prevalence of developed countries.

6.1.3

Other centrality measures

The repartition of a node’s strength over its various edges also matters in the network structure
because it indicates among the neighbouring nodes, which ones are really important. This
distribution is analyzed by an index called disparity, suggested by Barthelemy, Gondran, and
P
Guichard (2003) and computed as follows : Y2 (i) = j (wij /si )2 . A higher disparity implies that
the node’s strength is concentrated among few edges, whereas smaller values of Y2 corresponds
to a more fragmented flow. In figure (16) we notice a decreasing average Y2 over the time
span considered. However the average disparity of all nodes blurs the great dispersion of Y2
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Figure 14: Average Strength (1996-2011)

Figure 15: Distribution of node’s strength (1996-2011)

among nodes. Focusing on the 10 more central nodes (according to strength centrality) is more
meaningful. It seems logical that the more central countries display a higher Y2 than the average,
because they have more linkages on which the weight could vary. However we note during that
during the 1996-2011 period, even the 10 more central nodes decreased the disparity among
their neighbours, suggesting that their strength is more equitably shared across their neighbors.
As an illustration, Barthelemy et al. (2003) suggest that 1/Y2 could be used as a measure of the
number of the node’s important linkages. In average, the nodes had 25 important neighbors in
1996 (or 33% of their 75 neighbors) against 55 in 2011 (or 46% of their 120 neighbors).
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Figure 16: Evolution of disparity. Overall and top ten nodes (1996-2011)

Left : Yearly overall average node disparity. Right : Yearly average of top ten node disparity.

6.2

Second Order : Assortativity

As a consequence of increasing average degree of nodes in the French multinationals network,
the average AN N D also increases, since it reflects the neighbor’s degree (figure 17). The network also highlights a high and persistant disortative pattern when looking at the unweighted
structure. Indeed, AN N D and degree are strongly negatively correlated (fig. 18). This highlights a “star” or “core-peripheral” structure in the newtork, where least connected nodes are
not connected between them, but rather connected to big hubs, lowering in turn the AN N D of
this central countries resulting in a negative correlation between the two dimensions.
Figure 17: ANND (1996-2011)
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Figure 18: ANND - Degree correlation (1996-2011)

The weighted average nearest neighbors degree (WANND) gives more importance to the node
degree of neighbors with which the vertex in strongly related. At the opposite it minimizes the
effect of neighbors the vertex is weakly linked with. When this weighting is done, we observe a
higher increase of the average neighbors degrees than the unweighted one (figure 19), indicating
that the node degree increased more for the most used vertices. The assortativity pattern also
changes, with the U-shape characterizing the WANND-degree scatter plot (figure 20, mid and
right panels). This persistent U-shape, although the increasingly dispersed cloud of points,
seems to support the hypothesis that the least central nodes are highly connected with core
vertexes, the latter are mostly associated with high similar high degree nodes. when weighting
node degree by their frequency of use. Moreover, the time evolution of this relationship reveals
an increasingly assortative pattern with dots shifting toward the right branch of the U. This
tends to show that some middle to high degree nodes, despite the overall disassortativity, are
increasingly associated with central countries, themselves more and better connected.
Figure 20: WANND - Degree correlation (1996-2011)
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Figure 19: WANND (1996-2011)

The second weighted measure of assortativity is the ANNS-strength correlation (figure 22).
Here the disassortative pattern stands out, with scatter plot following the shape of an inverse
function. Therefore, we observe that once again the disassortativity is particularly noticeable for
the countries with the least strength, that are associated with high-strength countries. However
when focusing only on mid and mid-to-high strength countries, the slope of the trend is very
flat (fig. 21), and their is not much differences between the ANNS of a mid-strength country
and the one of a high-strength country, particularly in 2011. This seems to support the idea
that med-to-high strength countries are associated to the same countries than are high-strength
ones. However, low-strength countries are associated to central ones. This pattern doesn’t
change much between 1996 and 2005 (figure 22, left panel) in spite of the sensitive increase in
average node strength and ANNS (figure 21).

6.3

Third order : clustering

The triplets of countries that could be associated together in an internationalization strategy
are forming close triangle sub-graphs; to the contrary, when two countries are never associated
to a third one by any investing firms, the sub-graph remains open. The unweighted clustering
coefficient reveals thus the share of closed sub-graphs among possible triplets starting from each
nodes. The average clustering coefficient of the network’s nodes increased slightly during the
considered period, from 85.8% to 89.1% (figure 23, left panel), in spite of the increasing number
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Figure 21: ANNS (1996-2011)

Figure 22: ANNS - Strength correlation (1996-2011)

of countries included in the network, which has broadened exponentially the triplets possibilities.
Figure 23: Clustering coefficient (1996-2011)
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The individual clustering coefficient is also more equally distributed among nodes since the
late 2000’s, with a lower the standard deviation. We note a great variability of the node degree
- clustering coefficient correlation, until a large drop and a stabilization around -0.87 since 2008
(figure 23, right panel). The highly negative correlation coefficient indicates that the most
central nodes are less clustered than the others. This also suggests that core countries in the
network are associated with peripheral countries, which are not associated together by any firm.
The same observation has been made for the world trade network: countries with more possible
partners (high degree) are less clustered than those holding few partners (Fagiolo et al., 2010;
Garlaschelli and Loffredo, 2005; Serrano and Boguñá, 2003). Nevertheless, the high increase of
the correlation coefficient during the mid 2000s is surprising.
How evolved the Onnela et al. (2005) index of weighted clustering coefficient is reported
in figure (24). Its average value is quite stable over time in our network with a low decrease,
which should be attributed to the increasing number of peripheral nodes, poorly connected to
other countries. The correlation between strength and the weighted clustering coefficient and
strength is now highly positive, and increasing since the early 2000s. Therefore, countries with
high inward FDI intensity are typically involved in highly interconnected triples. It also suggests
that core countries are re-balancing their ties among their neighbors.
Figure 24: Weighted clustering coefficient (1996-2011)

6.4

Directed network evolution : In/out ratios

The evolution of the yearly picture of the directed version of the network seen in section (5)
indicates the French MNEs’ geographical expansion. Although the internationalization process is
25

often seen as a very constrained path, the affiliates’ network highlights a high reciprocity, higher
than a null model would do (see section 5.1). The share of reciprocated flows even increased
from 57.4% in 1996 to 58.8% in 2011, which confirms the diversification of the network building
strategy, especially when reminding that the number of edges increased by 20% in the meantime.
We now focus on the in/out degree and strength ratios, respectivelly indicating the relative
further expansion opportunities given by a country, and its upstreamness in the MNE location
choices (see section (5.2).
Figure 25 reports the values of in/out ratios for selected groups of countries from 1996 to
2011.
Figure 25: Average in/out ratios (1996-2011)

We observe an overall decreasing trend in both average in/out ratios and in/out strength, in
line with the deconcentration phenomenon analysed above, especially noticeable after 2008. This
concomitance with the great trade collapse is striking enough and remains to explore. Moreover,
the lower the variability of in/out ratios between countries highlights the greater international
integration of countries, which are more similarly treated by French Multinationals. Focusing on
the score obtained by some subsets of countries, it is noticeable that France’s bordering countries
are those with the lower in/out ratios, as they often appear in upstream internationalization
strategies and often represent the very first FDI. Neighboring countries are then followed by
EU members or OECD members depending on the years, and the scope of each entity at that
time. At last non-OECD countries display the greater in/out ratios, implying a more removed
step of internationalization. Bordering countries, EU and OECD countries display ratios below
the world average, while non OECD countries average is above it. Although expected, these
26

results give credit to the use of in/out ratio as an indication of the relative position in the
internationalization path.
Almost every group has seen their in/out ratios decrease over the years. The increase for
EU members ratios in 2005 could be explained by the 2004 expansion that broaden EU to ten
central and eastern European countries that were quite peripheral in the MNE network, and
did not account much first-time FDIs. However the increasing integration of those countries
led to a decrease in the EU in/out ratios until 2011. Similarly, the arrival in 2010 of 5 new
OECD member increased the in/out degree and strength ratios, that were before the expansion
respectively of 0.83 and 1.01. The decreasing pace however differs greatly between the four
groups of countries. With non-OECD and overall mean reducing much faster than the three
other groups of core countries. Especially neighboring countries display a very flat diminution
curve. This results in a reduction of the in/out ratios gap between countries, which is yet another
signal of the increasing integration of the affiliates’ network of French multinationals.
The individual examination of countries in/out ratios allows to see those that are increasingly
integrated in the network and those that loose influence. Among the countries that gather at
least 10 French FDIs, we note that the countries that have the most reduced their in/out strength
ratio (i.e. slicing up the internationalization chain), are countries that have been characterized by
a liberalisation of capital market and/or the integration to the European Union, with in the firsts
position Bulgaria, Romania and China, closely followed by Czech Republic and Poland. This
result suggests that when a country liberalizes its FDI market, not only it increases the inward
FDIs but it also fosters the further linkages the MNEs will do worldwide. At the other end,
countries that are decreasingly associated with further FDI are more varied, with sub-saharian
African countries (Congo, Ivory Coast, Senegal), developing countries (Brazil, Thailand), and
even developped countries (Germany, Korea). The reasons here are more diverse, as it could be
because of an upsurge in inward FDIs in the recent years, before the outward flows to expand
(e.g. Brazil), or because they do not stand as regional gateways anymore (e.g. Germany for
Eastern Europe; and Korea for Asia).
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Table 3: Individual countries in/out ratios

Country
China
Tunisia
Czech Republic
Poland
Hungary
Canada
Panama
Cayman Island
Congo
Norway

7

In/out Degree
1996 (rank) 2011 (rank)
1.30 (90)
0.75 (20)
1.225 (86)
0.765 (23)
1.092 (75)
0.771 (24)
1.055 (71)
0.764 (22)
1.155 (82)
0.799 (35)
...
...
0.667 (13)
0.818 (43)
0.874 (47)
0.976 (79)
0.701 (18)
0.856 (53)
0.64 (11)
0.84 (50)
0.81 (34)
1.01 (83)

Delta rank
70
63
51
49
47
...
-30
-32
-35
-39
-49

Country
China
Hungary
Poland
Romania
Czech Republic
...
Korea
Thailand
Congo
Finland
Cayman Islands

In/out Strength
1996 (rank) 2011 (rank)
2.649 (100) 0.845 (25)
2.468 (98)
0.841 (24)
1.902 (87)
0.812 (20)
3.753 (108) 1.081 (46)
2.247 (95)
0.939 (36)

Delta rank
+75
+74
+67
+62
+59

1.08 (46)
1.351 (65)
0.355 (6)
1.017 (42)
0.691 (21)

-24
-26
-31
-37
-55

1.358 (70)
1.747 (91)
0.975 (37)
1.447 (79)
1.42 (76)

Firm heterogeneity and network building

One of the main advantage of relying on individual firm data is that it is very convenient to
draw sub-sample networks, to illustrate how foreign affiliates location and connectivity pattern
change according to the mother firms’ characteristics. To illustrate this issue I divided the given
network according to the firms’ productivity.

7.1

Top productive and Least Productive firm networks

In this section I built two distinct networks, respectively made of the 50% top productive firm’s
network (TPN) and 50% least productive firm’s network (LPN). Because of data availability,
I had to restrict the analysis to industrial firms, the only ones I could estimate their domestic
productivity via the Levinsohn and Petrin (2003) method based on EAE-industry survey data
(INSEE ). As a consequence, the sum of our LPN and TPN does not correspond to the previously
studied network. Moreover, the EAE-industry dataset stopped after 2007, which will therefore
be the reference year for this section. At the first glance the TPN and LPN networks cannot be
compared, because they don’t share the same dimension (number of countries), nor the same
density (number of affiliates in it). Indeed, it is known for long that foreign investment is the
prerogative of highly productive firms in the FDI versus arm’s length trade trade-off (Antràs
and Helpman, 2004; Helpman, Melitz, and Yeaple, 2004). Thus, we are not surprised to see
that TPN is much denser than LPN, with a density almost twice as high in the first one (see
table (4)). This density difference confirms the role played by the TFP in the FDI decision,
just as the average length (number of countries by MNEs), four times higher in TPN than in
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LPN. The TFP impact on location choice is also revealed when examining the nodes of each
network. The set of countries present in both networks is mainly made of France’s neighbouring
countries (Germany, Great Britain, Spain, Italia, Switzerland, Belgium and Luxembourg), of
other European countries (Netherland, Poland, Portugal, Austria, Hungary, Romania, Slovakia,
Czech Republic), and of other leading economies (e.g. USA, China, Brazil). Top productive
firms have a prerogative on 56 countries absent from LPN, whereas the reverse is true for only
two countries. The countries only found in the top productive firms’ network are in average more
distant and less developed than the previous set, with especially all the Sub-Saharian African
countries of our sample except Senegal which is included in both networks (Benin; Burkina
Faso; Côte d’Ivoire; Cameroon; Congo; Gabon, Ghana; Mali, Nigeria, Togo, South Africa), some
south-east Asian countries also (Philippines, Thailand, Indonesia, Cambodia, Macao, Malaysia,
Singapore), and Latin America countries (Chile, Puerto Rico, Paraguay, Uruguay, Venezuela).
The reverse case is almost exceptional with only two countries appearing only in LPN, but
they are very marginal nodes: Malta and Costa Rica. Therefore, a brief analysis of these lists
confirms the idea of a productivity-related location choice, with more productive firms having
access to “tougher” markets (Chen and Moore, 2010).

7.2

Firm heterogeneity and network hierarchical structure

The network analysis brings original insights of the differences between the international behaviour of the two groups of multinationals. Especially, we note that both the degree and
strength distributions are much more centralized in the lower productive firms network (table
(4)). The LPN is very concentrated around its core nodes, with some peripheral nodes away
from the core, and distant from each other, while in the TPN, more nodes are more equally
targeted and closer to each other, illustrating the greater variety of internationalization paths
deployed by the most productive firms. The top productive firms would therefore develop more
original countries associations in their international networks than low productive firms will do.
Looking at the node’s strength disparity also supports this pattern. This strength disparity is
higher for top productive firm’s network. Taking the reverse of the disparity index as a proxy of
the number of important neighbors each node has ((Barthelemy et al., 2003)), we note that the
ten most central nodes in TPN have around eleven of important neighbours, against only two
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in LPN16 . All this converging evidence conclude to a greater hierarchy of the LPN, and greater
association liberty in the TPN.
Table 4: Comparison of Top and Least Productive firms Networks
1st order metrics
Nb. enterprises
Nb. affiliates
Average length
Nodes (countries)
Edges
Density
Average disparity Ȳ2
Average disparity Top 10
Degree centralization
Strength centralization
Closeness centrality
2nd order metrics
degree assortativity
strength assortativity
3rd order metrics
average clustering
average weighted clustering

All

TPN

LPN

TPN
LP N

233
1241
3.845
87
2784
0.7442
0.024
0.087
0.2380
0.0531
0.799

116
1038
6.148
85
2784
0.7798
0.025
0.085
0.2254
0.0495
0.839

117
203
1.5812
31
84
0.1806
0.203
0.485
0.4126
0.2094
0.331

0.99
5.11
3.89
2.74
33.14
4.317
0.123
0.175
0.546
0.236
2.53

-0.9616
-0.6140

-0.9617
-0.6278

-0.9447
-0.2691

1.02
2.33

0.897
0.0570

0.918
0.0717

0.456
0.0946

2.01
0.758

The degree-degree correlation is similar in TPN and LPN, both displaying a large disassortativity. In each networks, the more central nodes are connected to the poorly connected
ones. However the pattern is different when considering the frequency of these connections. The
strength correlation is highly disassortative in the TPN, and much less in the LPN. However,
this could be due to a lower strength variability in the latter. At last, the overall clustering
coefficient also shows a 34 percentage points drop in the probability that two neighbours of
a node would be themselves directly linked between TPN and LPN, supporting the previous
results on the pyramidal structure of LPN, and a more horizontal structure of TPN.

7.3

Firm heterogeneity and internationalization path

Similarly as in section 5, a directed version of the TPN and LPN is now studied. It shows
a slightly higher reciprocity for the TPN. Squartini et al. (2013) reciprocity index evoked in
section 5.1 gives ρT P N = 0.1845 (90%CI : [0.1673; 0.2014]) while ρLP N = 0.1611 (90%CI :
[0.1019; 0.2058]). As the confidence intervals partially overlay, we cannot conclude on a significant difference in the weighted reciprocity of the networks.
16
This is not only due to the greater number of possible neighbours in the TPN. When reducing this analysis
to the common sub-network of 29 countries shared by the TPN and the LPN, the same conclusion prevails.
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Conversely, the in/out ratios highlight structural differences in the two networks building
process. As noted above, in/out ratios determine the countries’ position in the internationalization path. Reported values in table (5)) reveal that France’s bordering countries display an
in/out degree ratio below unity for LPN, whereas higher than one for TPN. The strength ratio
is below unity for both networks, but still lower in LPN. Recall that the lower the strength
ratio, the earlier the stage in internationalization path. The conclusion is straightforward: lower
productive firms use more bordering countries in earlier stages of internationalization than more
productive firms do. The exact same observation is made with the whole European Union, which
appears more in upstream stages of internationalization for lower productive firms.
Another interesting difference concerns the BRICS countries. For most productive firms, we see
that they display a lower degree and strength in/out ratio than non-BRICS countries (and lower
to the overall mean). The BRICS appear then in relative early stages of internationalization,
although the ratios are above unity. When focusing on the LPN though, the BRICS in/out
ratios both outpace two, and are much higher than the ratio displayed in average, and for the
non-BRICS countries. These high ratios indicate that twice more countries are preceding an
expansion in a BRICS country than preceded by a FDI in them, and there is less than one on
two MNEs coming into BRICS countries that have not pushed its expansion further ever since.
BRICS countries appear then downstream the internationalization path, at the very end of expansion strategies for lower productive firms, whereas upper in the path for more productive
firms. Conversely, insisting on similarities between the two sets of MNEs, we note that developed countries (OECD) appear in both networks in earlier stages of internationalization than
developing countries. This finding though is more conventional, and in line with the gradual
internationalization pattern of MNEs.
Table 5: In/out degree by productivity network

Overall
Bordering countries
Non-bordering countries
OECD countries
Non-OECD countries
BRICS
Non-BRICS
UE countries
Non-UE countries

Top Productive firms Network
Mean in/out degree Mean in/out strength
1.387
1.767
1.029
0.914
1.414
1.833
1.059
1.105
1.568
2.136
1.293
1.549
1.393
1.781
1.013
0.982
1.482
1.967
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Least Productive firms Network
Mean in/out degree Mean in/out strength
1.406
1.485
0.744
0.782
1.601
1.691
1.269
1.360
1.701
1.752
2.071
2.250
1.339
1.409
0.696
0.761
1.737
1.823

The comparison between the networks drawn by top productive firms and lower productive
MNEs is instructive enough. First, it confirms previous results in the literature that insisted
on the role played by TFP in the FDI decision and location choice. Then, the very network
structure displays some differences, with a higher hierarchy for lower productive firms, whereas
broader expansion opportunities for more productive MNEs, and less constrained path of development. Concerning this internationalization path, low productive firms appear to follow a more
traditional pattern with neighbouring and European countries upstream and leading developing
countries downstream. These developing countries appear in earlier stages of internationalization
of top productive MNEs as a premise of further expansion.

8

Concluding remarks
Applying a network analysis to look at the web of French subsidiaries in foreign countries

provides interesting insights of the building internationalization strategy of multinationals. The
first-order centrality measures confirm the central role of nearby countries and leading economies
in multinationals expansion. The decreasing centralization trend highlights although that French
firms consider more and more peripheral countries as attractive destinations, and start building
network aside from the traditional core countries. Second order metrics reveal that French firms
tend to associate dissimilar countries in their FDIs, although the most frequent pairs of countries
are quite similar. The principal host countries in the network are shown to offer a wider set of
further expansion opportunities, and to be most associated to mid-high central nodes, while the
few peripheral countries are almost systematically associated to one of the core countries in the
network.
The directed network analysis shows that central countries in the network rather come in
early stages of international expansion, with lower in/out degree and strength ratios, before a
larger diversification. Interestingly enough some emerging economies are also shown to foster
further internationalization. The empirical network of French affiliates also shows a higher
reciprocity than a trivial network would do, with 58.8% of reciprocated flows among countries.
The linkage preferences do not always impose a preferred path of internationalization from one
country to another. The evolution of nodes’ characteristics such as in/out ratios could also be
used to study the changing position of countries in the global value chains.
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At last this paper provides some evidence that firm heterogeneity matters in mutlinationals’
network building. Lower productive firms tend to follow more traditional internationalization
path, resulting in a lower originality of their network pattern, and a very hierarchical network.
The network analysis suffers some limitations though. The main one could be the absence
of any causality evidence, especially concerning the role of firm heterogeneity in network structure, despite many consistent results. We brought a few evidence on the role of the countries’
position into the network into the location choice of heterogeneous firms, but a wider dedicated
research would be welcome. Particularly, further research should disentangle the effect of firm
productivity and network density in the degree distribution, through dedicated analysis using
matching methods for instance. The influence of network structure on economic flows and especially foreign direct investments location choice could also be precised, by including some
network metrics into more traditional “gravity models” of location choice as discussed by Alfaro
and Chen (2017), to specify the role of network indexes into FDI location choices.
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Full table
1st order metrics
Number of firms
Number of affiliates
Number of nodes
Number of edges
Density
Average disparity Ȳ2
Ȳ2 Top 10 nodes
Degree centralization
Strength centralization
closeness centrality
2nd order metrics
degree assortativity
strength assortativity
3rd order metrics
average clustering

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

1122
7491
129
4886
0.5918
0.04019
0.25810
0.37493
0.03404

1145
7971
138
5428
0.5742
0.04714
0.31824
0.39502
0.03384

1191
8297
140
5534
0.5688
0.03616
0.25989
0.39370
0.03302

1795
10764
148
6619
0.6085
0.02784
0.18336
0.3555
0.03158

1843
11175
155
7242
0.6068
0.03056
0.20914
0.3588
0.03032

1975
12396
162
7449
0.5712
0.030562
0.20349
0.37756
0.03023

2049
13073
154
7373
0.6258
0.03173
0.23464
0.35922
0.02964

2023
13038
158
7792
0.6282
0.03027
0.21912
0.35718
0.02855

2137
14136
162
7935
0.6084
0.04618
0.2852
0.35241
0.028212

-0.9437
-0.546

-0.9217
-0.536

-0.9458
-0.540

-0.8878
-0.498

-0.8966
-0.513

-0.8352
-0.520

-0.6495
-0.523

-0.8704
-0.529

-0.8447
-0.512

0.8583

0.8485

0.8607

0.8683

0.8740

0.8579

0.8767

0.8779

0.8590

Table 6:

1st order metrics
Number of firms
Number of affiliates
Number of nodes
Number of edges
Density
Average disparity Ȳ2
Ȳ2 Top 10 nodes
Degree centralization
Strength centralization
closeness centrality
2nd order metrics
degree assortativity
strength assortativity
3rd order metrics
average clustering

MNE network characteristics over the years
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

1996-2011
(% change)

2202
14202
166
8380
0.6119
0.041
0.161
0.331
0.0379
0.7178

2236
15002
168
8781
0.6259
0.040
0.164
0.336
0.0336
0.7330

2366
15516
166
8963
0.6545
0.029
0.246
0.344
0.0335
0.767

2264
14872
163
9066
0.6866
0.023
0.136
0.311
0.0334
0.7847

2483
16904
167
9514
0.6864
0.024
0.139
0.299
0.0289
0.7845

2649
18351
165
9733
0.7194
0.019
0.101
0.265
0.0272
0.8032

2996
19872
167
10090
0.7279
0.018
0.121
0.263
0.0258
0.808

+36.0%
+39.9%
+0.60%
+20.4%
+23.0%
-56.1%
-24.8%
-20.5%
-31.9%
+12.6%

-0.8503
-0.485

-0.8237
-0.489

-0.8740
-0.537

-0.9387
-0.537

-0.9097
-0.529

-0.9091
-0.541

-0.9427
-0.513

-10.9%
+6.4%

0.855

0.859

0.877

0.885

0.884

0.888

0.891

+4.2%
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Strength centralization index

Based on the Freeman (1979) definition of centralization, each centrality measure can have its
own centralization index. Although the most commonly used is the degree centralization index,
it is not properly adequate to study centralization of weighted network. I found no commonly
accepted metrics for what I call “strength centralization”, I therefore constructed my own index
following Freeman (1979) methodology :
Let Ci be a centrality measure of the node i (i.e. either degree, or in what follows, strength),
and Ci∗ the maximum value of Ci in the network. The Freeman centralization index corresponds
to
PN
i [Ci∗ − Ci ]
FC =
(2)
P
max N
i [Ci∗ − Ci ]
P
In Freeman (1979), max N
i [Ci∗ − Ci ] corresponds to the maximum possible sum of differences in point centrality for a graph of n points. We broaden this definition assuming it to be
the maximum possible sum of differences in point centrality for a network of same dimensions
(number of nodes and total weights).
P
Noting si the strength of node i defined as the sum of the weights of its edges si =
wij ,
we have the strength centralization index by the formula :
PN

Fs =

[si∗ − si ]
PN
max i [si∗ − si ]
i

(3)

We now try to determine the maximum sum of differences in the denominator.PIt P
is simple
enough to see that the maximum possible value of si∗ is the sum of the total weights i j wij =
W corresponding to a graph where all edges are linked to one central node (and only it, e.g.
the “star graph” ). In the extreme case all other nodes will have the lower strength possible
min(si ), such that the difference will be W − min(si ) for each of the n − 1 comparisons, thus
the difference sum will be
(W − min(si ))(n − 1)
As I said, the maximum possible sum of differences is reached for a star graph, where all
weights are equal. In this case a node strength is only a proportional factor of its degree k, such
that si = min(si ) ∗ k, and both degree and strength centralization indexes are equal to one.
The opposite extreme case consists in a perfectly decentralized graph, such as a “circle graph”
where all nodes are linked to two neighbours and each edges’ weight the same (normalized to
P
one). In this case, si∗ = si ∀i ⇒ N
i [si∗ − si ] = 0, the centralization index is therefore null.
Therefore, we propose the following adaptation of Freeman index for the strength centralization:
PN
i [si∗ − si ]
(4)
Fs =
(W − min(si ))(n − 1)
Fs has two appreciable properties: first is bounded between zero and one, the higher implying
the greater strength centralization. Also, this index equals the standard degree centralization
index when the graph is unweighted.
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C.1

Productivity sub-sample appendix
List of countries in both TPN and LPN (29)

Argentina; Austria; Belgium; Brazil; Canada; Switzerland; China; Czech Republic; Germany;
Spain; Great Britain; Hungary; India; Italia; Korea; Libanon; Luxembourg; Marocco; Mexico;
Mauritius; Netherlands; Poland; Portugal; Romania; Senegal; Slovakia; Tunisia; United States
of America; Vietnam.

C.2

List of countries only in TPN (56)

United Arab Emirates; Australia; Benin; Burkina Faso; Bulgaria; Bahrain; Chile; Cote d’Ivoire;
Cameroon; Congo; Columbia; Cyprus; Danemark; Algeria; Egypt; Finland; Gabon; Ghana;
Greece; Guatemala; Croatia; Indonesia; Ireland; Iceland; Japan; Cambodia; Latvia; Macao;
Madagascar; Mali; Malaysia; Nigeria; Norway; New Zealand; Oman; Panama; Peru; Philippines; Puerto Rico; Paraguay; Rusia; Saudi Arabia; Singapore; Serbia; Slovenia; Sweden; Togo;
Thailand; Trinidad and Tobago; Turkey; Taiwan; Ukraine; Uruguay; Venezuela; South Africa.

C.3

List of countries only in LPN (2)

Costa Rica; Malta.
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